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These costumes were based around a hounds tooth patterned
dress- a pattern I found professional for characters like "Information"
yet also spunky for "Punk Girl". Different looks were created by
layering a sweater, jackets, a vest, and a black skirt. In the realization
of the design, the costumes of "Woman on Street" and "Information"
were switched, and more colored pieces (scarf, camo jacket, and hair
extension were added to  characters to make them more distinct. 
Because these costumes are largely police and security officers, the
base was a white button up and black pants. Different looks were
created by swapping out vests and hats as well as rolling up the
sleeves and pant legs. "Man With Socks" was created with inspiration
from the preppy European fashion of rolling pant-legs and revealing
socks. This look was also the most altered in the design process as a
tattoo was added to bring cohesion between the bold choice of a
preppy look with boisterous socks. In other words, I embraced this
























































      The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime contains a cast
of "voices", or an ensemble of supporting actors who play a
variety of characters ranging from Mrs. Shears to Man on
Telephone. Each ensemble plays between two to five
characters, and the design of these costumes was my job in this
production.
      In regard to the changes between these costumes, I my goal
to grant a sense of realism by making each change its own
distinct costume without hindering the actors with excessive
clothing pieces and detailed changes. The other concept at the
base of this design is the gray scale color scheme. Because
Christopher, the protagonist of the show, assigns meaning to
colors, the ensemble, as passing characters in his life, were
placed in grays, whites, and blacks. Splashes of colors were used
in addition to these colors to then emphasize strong feelings
Christopher had about these people he met.
 
As  established, Christopher finds meaning in the colors
around him and these colors were introduced to the design
to showcase how Christopher felt about some of the
ensemble members. Yellow, Christopher's least favorite
color which he absolutely despises is used on Policeman
One's vest to further illustrate that this rude officer is an
unsafe and mean person in Christopher's eyes. Mrs.
Gascoyne, Christopher's teacher, wears orange, a color that
is very close to yellow and brown (another color Christopher
hates) to illustrate that while she is not an enemy, she is an
incompetent as an advocate for Christopher's education.
Finally, Punk Girl wears Red, Christopher's favorite color, to
emphasize her kindness towards him, but she also wears
green and blue, neutral colors to Christopher, to illustrate







Due to the large amount of police officers in this show, I
found it important to utilize as many different forms of the
standard uniform as possible. The Sergeant in Act I is
dressed in a more station uniform with a jacket decorated
with the white chevron patches of his rank on the sleeves.
Every other officer in the show is a constable, or the lowest
rank of a police officer, so they have no patches on their
uniforms, only their identification numbers. The female
officer wears a bowler hat which is standard uniform for her
sex. Also standard is the checked white and black cravat she
wears instead of a tie. Finally, for variety among male
officers, one wears a bobby hat instead of a regular peaked
cap.
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